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Introduction

RENGA is a collection of 10,000 Japanese-themed storytelling NFTs developed by Japanese
independent illustrator and comic artist Daniel Isles, known as DirtyRobot. Ever since its
release on August 29, 2022, RENGA achieved phenomenal popularity in the NFT community in
a short time despite being released during a bearish market.

Capped at 10,000 NFTs, the collection is still growing as holders of RENGA Black Box NFTs
can burn their tokens in exchange for a RENGA character. Inside each black box awaits a new
character, a new part of the collection, and a new story to be told.

The term Renga refers to a form of printed graphic storytelling. It is distinct from Manga in its
little use of speech and use of large page space per drawing. Each character has its own
distinct characteristics in the major renga stories. At its core, this style is both an art form and
storytelling art. It’s worth noting that in Japan, there’s also a type of collaborative poetry called
“Renga” in which numerous poets work together to write a single piece. Similarly, The RENGA
NFT collection is the result of the collaborative efforts of Daniel Isles and the wider renga
community.

DirtyRobot is set out to devote his life to the Renga comic form. The goal of this project is the
creation of an NFT series in the manner of a Japanese comic strip. It’s complete with a plot
inspired by Japanese manga.
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Brand Overview

Brand name: RENGA
Description: RENGA is a handcrafted collection of 10,000 characters developed by artist

DirtyRobot. Each with their own identity to be discovered within the wider stories
of RENGA. In its purest form, RENGA is art and the art of storytelling.

Sector: Mixed Media
Website: https://renga.app/
Discord: https://discord.gg/renga

Members: 24.4K
Twitter: https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc

Followers: 68.9K
Useful links: https://linktr.ee/dirtyrobotnft
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RENGA

Collection: RENGA
Creator: RENGA Inc. 2022
Blockchain: Ethereum (ETH)
Project info: Renga is a collection of 10,000 hand-crafted character NFTs created by artist

DirtyRobot. In order to mint a Renga handcrafted character, a Renga Black Box
NFT had to be burnt. Within the collection, there are multiple characters and
identities and each of these plays a role in the overarching story of Renga.

Sector: Mixed Media
Category: PFP
Type: ERC-721
Total Supply: 10,000 (8,423 as of writing)
Created: Aug 29, 2022
Method: Burning Redeem Token
Mint Price: 0 ETH
Creator fee: 5%

Utilities: Storytelling is a way for community members to associate themselves with a
project by being involved in the creative aspects. The story or narrative they
create could potentially impact the direction of a project.

Roadmap: RENGA will be a perpetual storyteller and creator through all current mediums,
and those which have yet to be defined. The collection does not have a public
roadmap yet. Therefore, its trajectory will be determined by the preferences of
both the team and the community.

Marketplace: https://opensea.io/collection/renga
Contract: https://etherscan.io/address/0x394e3d3044fc89fcdd966d3cb35ac0b32b0cda91
Website: https://renga.app/
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Related Collections

Collection: The Art of Seasons
Created: Mar 21, 2022
Project info: This is a comprehensive collection of evocative images that highlight Spring,

Summer, Autumn, and Winter. TAOS NFT collection is Dirty Robot’s debut NFT
collection. TAOS holders got whitelisted for the Renga Collection. Renga Black
Box was airdropped to each and every holder of TAOS for free.

Marketplace: https://opensea.io/collection/the-art-of-seasons

Collection: RENGA Black Boxes
Created: Jun 20, 2022
Project info: These boxes contain the data needed to understand the past, present, and

future of RENGA Factory. Each box is a portal to a random archetype from
worlds unknown. Use this box to open the portal and bring forth your character.

Marketplace: https://opensea.io/collection/renga-black-box
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Market Overview

Note: The data below represents a snapshot of the market taken on 9th Jan, 2022
Source: https://nftgo.io/collection/renga-by-dirty-robot/overview
Volume: 28,884 ETH
Floor price: 1.86 ETH
Listed: 12.94% (1,090)
Owners: 36.31% (3,058)

Volume analysis and price movements:

Since the announcement of the Black Box burning on the 3rd of September the price escalated
more than 900% over the course of the past month, starting with a low of 0.26 ETH till reaching
an all-time high of 2.9 ETH on the 4th of October (similar behavior can be observed in Renga
Black Box NFTs). In the following months it has stabilized around 1 ETH and now it has
recovered at the 1.7-1.8 range.

As for the volume the biggest spike happened during the 1st community meetup in Australia,
on September the 16th and at the beginning of October when prominent figures of Web3 (i.e.
dingaling) showed their support and appreciation. There were other notable spikes at the end
of the year when it was announced a “Light Vehicle Sport Championship Event”.
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Floor depth analysis:
The total number of RENGA listed is 1,090/8,423 but only 0.70% are listed at floor (within 15%
from collection floor price, to indicate a holder's intention to sell). Above the floor price we can
observe a consistent number of listings (727) up to 5.25 ETH. Here we can find the intensive
range, highlighted in red, which has 114 listings, between 2.99 and 3.29 ETH. Above 5.25 the
listing starts to decrease rapidly up to the 8.25 ETH mark. About 20% of the listings are listed
above that price.

Holding distribution and top holders:

Looking at the distribution over the period, more than half (56.43%) of holders have held their
NFTs since mint (3M-1Y period). The relatively low number could be due to people taking
profits when the price was increasing rapidly during October. About 20% have bought in the
last three months when the price was relatively low compared to the ATH.
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About 2/3 of the holders have 1 NFT each but there is also a good number of people who have
around 2-3 NFTs, which is a good sign of conviction in the project. There is also a fairly big
group of people who have 4-10 NFTs while a small number hold more than 10 NFTs. Top 5
wallets hold more than 100.

Influential supporters and critics:

Coming soon!
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Community Statistics

Source: nftnspect.xyz - RENGA

The community strength, calculated on different social signals is placed 78th. It had a sharp
increase in the following weeks after mint and it has remained quite stable since the data was
available.

All the parameters are very good. The number of members who follow each other is in the top
10% and the mentions per week is in the top 1% with an impressive 2,865 tweets. Also the
times you can see a RENGA NFT, in a tweet, is on average 677 times a day.

The number of PFPs is 558 making RENGA quite widespread, in fact it is also in the top 10%.
Since Sep 2022, the number of unique PFPs have notably increased over time, indicating that
many people want to flex their avatar.

The OG members (holders who have been in the collection for more than 75% of its lifetime)
represent a percentile of 88.1% but it corresponds to only 2.4% of the total members.

The reach of the community is quite variable, ranging from 5 to 15%, now around 7.9%. In
absolute terms it is quite good.
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Team

RENGA was developed and promoted by DirtyRobot, also known as Daniel Isles, an illustrator
and comic artist from Japan. He is a 20-plus-year veteran of the ink-and-paper arts and his
long history of drawing comics traces back to the age of 9. DirtyRobot is also the founder and
artist of The Art of Seasons (TAOS), a complete collection of dynamic illustrations featuring
Summer, Autumn, Winter, and Spring. Launched in March amidst the bear market, the project
delivered DirtyRobot his first success in the realm of NFTs.

Not much is known about the team roles. You can find their socials also on the website.

Doxxing: Partially Doxxed

Creator: https://twitter.com/DirtyRobotWorks
Followers: 50.3K

Team: https://twitter.com/probablytails
Followers: 4.3K

Team: https://twitter.com/mykeforte
Followers: 2K

Team: https://twitter.com/sbdesignworks
Followers: 1K

Team: https://twitter.com/memebens03
Followers: 2.3K

Team: https://twitter.com/garinwood
Followers: 2K

Team: https://twitter.com/handofcorum
Followers: 791

Team: https://twitter.com/occinft
Followers: 1.7K

Team: https://twitter.com/juuliantwi
Followers: 466

Team: https://twitter.com/unaavezz
Followers: 1.4K

Team: https://twitter.com/justguesswork
Followers: 1.6K

Team: https://twitter.com/Crypto_xxxx
Followers: 812
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Tokenomics

Description: Not available at this time
Name:
Contract:
Overview:
Market cap:
Price:
Website:
Twitter:
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Art / Licenses & Intellectual Property

Art:
DirtyRobot created the RENGA character set by hand, which features 10,000 unique PFP
characters. The artwork draws inspiration from Japanese-style manga and anime.

Renga features 2D art produced in neutral tones. In each NFT, a hybrid human-alien/robot
species is depicted in a humanoid portrait. There are 900 different extraordinary characteristics
to choose from when your RENGA NFT is being designed. Furthermore, 1/1 NFTs constitute a
distinct subset. The RENGA world will be home to eleven distinct archetypal characters, some
of whom will be more common than others.

Licenses & IP:
RENGA grants owners a worldwide, royalty-free license to use, copy, and display the RENGA
NFT owned, along with any extensions they choose to create or use, solely for the following
purposes both for your own personal, non-commercial use and also grants owners a worldwide
license to use, copy, and display the purchased Art for the purpose of creating derivative works
based upon the Art (“Commercial Use”).
Examples of such ‘Commercial Use’ would be the use of the Art to produce and sell
merchandise products (T-Shirts etc.) displaying copies of the Art.
Read the Terms and Conditions here.
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News / Announcements

Below you can find the list of the most relevant news, especially those that have had a
significant effect on the value of the collection.

Sep 3, 2022 RENGA Black box burn goes live
https://twitter.com/DirtyRobotWorks/status/1565842137769398272

Sep 16, 2022 RENGA 1st community meetup on the Gold Coast, Australia
https://twitter.com/TheThirstyNovo/status/1568802260209250305

Sep 26, 2022 RENGA community meetup in NYC
https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc/status/1568804505076076545

Sep 28, 2022 ETH Bounty on yet to be minted RENGA character
https://twitter.com/DirtyRobotWorks/status/1575041861215203330

Oct 1, 2022 Prominent figures in Web3 show their support
https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc/status/1576274098790969344

Oct 7, 2022   First RENGA Box party space
https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc/status/1578243623195287553

Nov 14, 2022 @wenewlabs and @10KTFshop join the @yugalabs family (RENGA is also
powered by WENEW, Inc.)
https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc/status/1592193330091556864

Nov 29, 2022 RENGA community meetup in Miami
https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc/status/1597674517140492288

Dec 27, 2022 Teaser for Light Vehicle Sport Championship Event
https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc/status/1607526806751436802

Jan 7, 2023 Teaser
https://twitter.com/RENGA_inc/status/1611533199418564608
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Industry Comparison

Coming soon! This section will look at 3 or more similar projects and compare them to
determine their relative strengths and weaknesses.
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Report Analysis

RENGA has been successful in developing a community of people that appreciate the artwork.
The diversity and artistic quality of the artwork contribute to the attraction. In addition, the
collection has garnered a significant amount of attention from a variety of influential users on
Twitter.

Since no roadmap is available it is yet difficult to predict how RENGA is going to bring value to
its holders but because of the Black Box airdrop, there’s a belief among the supporters that
more airdrops are likely to come.

Some references on the official website of RENGA link them to 10KTF, a digital collectibles
project with partners such as Beeple and Yuga Labs. This has led to speculations that RENGA
could play a role in the 10KTF ecosystem. Obviously, if that happens, things could become
much brighter for the collection.

Apart from the brilliant marketing, some of RENGA’s success can be attributed to its
storytelling narrative. It will be interesting to see if the trend can remain relevant over time.
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